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INTRODUCTION
The meat packing industry has been in a state ot transition for the last 
three decades. Obsolete multispecies slaughter plants located near} and 
sometimes within, large metropolitan centers, have been shut down in favor of 
modern, new plants located in rural areas where livestock are abundant and 
relatively inexpensive to procure. Technological innovations in plant de­
sign and equipment as well as specialization in single-species processing 
activities have dramatically increased the industry’s productivity and effi­
ciency ,
Since beef packing has become a viable dynamic industry, in which in­
ternal change is the rule rather than the exception, practically every beef- 
producing region in the nation has been and is being affected. The impact 
on New York State and the northeastern region has been predictable. Since 
1950, older plants, built at the turn of the century, have undergone substan­
tial changes. Many plants closed entirely while others modernized and 
reopened as specialized slaughterers. The most prevalent species and classes 
these plants focused on were cull dairy cows and calves, the major forms of 
red meats from the region, Plants utilizing fed beef animals have contracted 
over the same period, as the nearby terminal stockyards on which they depended 
for a supply of slaughter animals began a steady decline, compelling these 
plants to go outside the region for live animals.
One of the principal factors contributing to the low levels of fed 
cattle production in the Northeast has been the higher cost of transporting 
feed grains into this deficit grain production region compared to finishing 
cattle in feedlots within the principal grain producing areas of the country. 
Recently, however, animal scientists in the Northeast have begun investigat­
ing production opportunities associated w7ith reeding out locally available
cattle on high forage diets with feedstuffs that are produced locally, If 
these investigations prove that such cattle feeding programs are economically 
feasible,, then it may be possible to substantially improve the Northeast 
region5 s ability to produce fed cattle in the future
■Obj actives
This study was undertaken to evaluate the adequacy of existing regional 
packers as outlets tor Northeastern-produced cattle and calves, with special 
emphasis on fed cattle. An important aspect of this research involves ana­
lyzing the potential need for expanding regional cattle-slaughter capacity 
through the upgrading of existing plants and through the construction of new 
packing plant facilities, This study was conducted as an adjunct to an over­
all analysis of the economic potential for expanding feeder calf and fed beef 
production in the Northeast (for a summary,, see Lesser et ah) ,
3“
Historical Aspects of the Northeast’s Cattle Slaughter Capacity Prior to 
and After the Wholesome Meat Act of 1967
A review of historical data indicates that in 1950 there were 79 fed-
1/erally inspected cattle slaughtering establishments in the Northeast—  , 
with 21 of these plants being located within New York State, By 19 70 , the 
aggregate total of federally inspected plants had risen to 86, but only New 
York and Pennsylvania shared in this expansion of slaughter capacity * The 
six states within New England as well as New Jersey experienced significant 
declines during this same 20 year period. The New England states lost sax 
slaughter plants while New Jersey lost eight federally inspected establish­
ments, (Table 1)
However, by January 25, 1971, another 805 livestock slaughter plants 
also located in the Northeast had gained certification as state-inspected 
establishments with nat least equal to" inspection status to the existing 
86 federally inspected slaughter facilities. This event was brought about 
by the enactment of the Federal Wholesome Meat Act of 1967, The federal 
act required that all nonfederally inspected meat packing plants throughout 
the country should be provided with state inspection service comparable to 
that of the federal government. It meant that packers doing business witnin 
their own state had to have their livestock inspected by state personnel 
before, during and after slaughter and that sanitary plant standards at least 
equal to federal requirements had to be provided. The purpose of the Act 
was to assure consumers of a sanitary, wholesome meat■supply sneering intra­
state trade. The Federal Meat Inspection Program, enacted into law back in 
1906, was designed to assure the wholesomeness of all meat products entering 
interstate and foreign trade,
1/ In this study, the Northeast region constitutes the six New England states 
of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut and Rhode Island 
as well as the states of New York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania,
~4-
TABL5 1,— Number of federally inspected meat establishments by region and states in 
the Northeast;, 1950-80— ' *
1970^Area 1950 ■ 1960
c. /
19302-'
New England— 7
(No = of plants) 
19
(No, of plants) 
12
(No. of plants) 
13 (+145 - 158)
(No. of plants) 
42
New York 21 26 36 (+103 = 139) 90
. New Jersey 19 21 11 (+47 - 58) 21
Pennsylvania 20 25....... .... 26 (+5.10 - 536) 264
VLOuii. Northeast"™
. . ... . „
79 84 86 (+805 = 891) I 417
1/ Data from 1950 through 1970 were obtained from unpublished sources at the Food 
Safety and Quality Service., USDA. Source: Most of the slaughter plants listed for
those years represent multi-specie kill operations, Both "slaughter only” and 
slaughter and processing” plants were included, while those "processing only” were 
deleted from the totals, Data for 1980 were obtained through a special survey con­
ducted in 1980-81. Plants that "processed only" as well as those plants that 
slaughtered hogs only or sheep only, or both were deleted from the totals. Non- 
commercial state institutions with federal slaughter plant approval were also deleted.
2/ Includes the states of Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, 
and Termont.
3j The region referred to in this study as the Northeast is'officially listed in the 
Agricultural Statistics yearbook as the North Atlantic division,
iy The Federal Wholesome Meat Act of 1967 required that by 1970 all nonfederally 
inspected meat packing plants throughout the country should be provided with State 
inspection, service comparable to that of the Federal Government, Those data within 
brackets represent the number of state inspected slaughter plants that were granted 
"equal to status” with federally inspected plants, The last figure within each 
bracket on each line represents the total for federal and' state inspected plants 
combined.
5/ As of 1980s, six states la the Northeast eliminated their state inspection programs, 
These state inspection programs ended on the following dates: Connecticut 10-01-75;
Massachusetts 1-12-76; New Hampshire 8-07-78; New York 7-16-75; New Jersey 7-01-75; 
and Pennsylvania 7-17-7.2, . State meat inspection programs with "equal to status” to 
faderally inspected plants still exist in the states of Maine, Rhode Island and 
Vermont, but almost all of these state inspected plants either slaughter poultry or 
just process red meat rather than slaughter livestock, Although the Federal Govern­
ment has assumed responsibility for meat inspection in the absence of an approved 
state program, this does not entitle packers in these six states to make interstate 
shipments unless they specifically apply for and receive approval as a regular federally 
inspected plant.
cWhile many states had established inspection programs of their own 
prior to the 1957 federal Act's enforcement deadline of 1970 (subsequently 
extended), there were previously no uniform standards of inspection to 
adhere to on a national basis, New York State initiated its own inspection 
program in 1963 when 168 slaughterhouses were recommended for licensing 
by the Commissioner of Agriculture, However, after New York State's meat 
inspection program was certified as being equal to that of the federal 
government on December 17, 1970, only 103 slaughterers received such certi­
fication. The required higher facility standards and the capital expend!- • 
tures necessary to meet those standards apparently- removed a number of 
marginal' firms from the marketplace. Others may have chosen to close their 
doors for other reasons, but the net effect of the Act was to upgrade the 
remaining New York State inspected facilities. Similar declines in overall 
slaughter plant capacity were observed in the other state inspection programs 
in the Northeast well after the Wholesome Heat Act of 1967 became law.
During the ensuing 10 year period from 1970 to 1980, the number of fed­
erally inspected slaughter establishments increased dramatically since six 
of the nine Northeastern states elected to discontinue their state inspection 
programs. In almost all cases, the primary reason for withdrawal of these 
state inspection services was budgetary considerations, Immediately there­
after, as each state discontinued its inspection program, the federal govern­
ment stepped in to assume these meat inspection responsibilities. Conse­
quently, the total number of slaughter plants for all species operating under 
federal inspection In the Northeast rose from a 1970 total of 86 to 417 by 
1980, for a net increase of 385 percent, Actually, however, a close examina­
tion of these data reveal that there was a net loss in plant numbers of more 
than 53 percent when the number of both state and federally approved
slaughter facilities in existence at the beginning of 1971 are considered.
The implications of this formidable change of events are that when tighter 
controls and higher facility and equipment standards, were placed by the 
federal inspection program on plants formerly approved by the state, a 
further dropout of relatively marginal firms took place, since more capital 
mas needed to further upgrade these packer facilities from the conditions 
required in 1971, Previous studies indicate that the advanced age of many 
plant owners combined with high interest races and low profit margins dis­
couraged them from borrowing capital to finance the necessary improvements
9 I-to comply with trie more stringent federal standards(Stinson et a.l , ,
.Tomeo)
It should be noted, that field surveys revealed that many of the smaller 
slaughter plants that did make the necessary improvements, and that have now 
received federal certification,are operated as vertically integrated busines­
ses, In many instances, most of the owner's profits are derived from other 
segments of the enterprise, such as direct retailing activities, rather than 
slaughter itself. This enables many to remain in business ever, though their 
per-unit kill costs are noncompetitive relative to high-volume plants that 
benefit from economies of scale. Therefore, it can be assumed that a substan­
tial further decline in existing kill-capacity attributed to aggregate 
small-operator activity in the Northeast will not necessarily occur, even 
though such small firms continue to remain noncompetitive from a kill-cost 
perspective. One might conclude instead that those owners leaving the In­
dus try-, for whatever reason, will be able to sell their slaughter facilities 
as viable business entities, thereby generally maintaining the existing
2/ (Note: While these circumstances depict events that occurred during the
initial reaction to the Wholesome Heat Act of 1967, they are also illustrative 
of similar events that took place after six Northeastern states withdrew 
their state meat inspection programs during the 1970s)
amount of regional kill-capacity attributed to operators belonging to this 
small size category of the industry.
A survey of several existing packers in New York and Pennsylvania 
during the winter of 1981 confirmed these basic conclusions, which can be 
assumed to be applicable to the remaining seven states within the north­
eastern region. The survey was conducted on a stratified, random sample 
basis and therefore enabled the team g £ researchers to view ail types of 
operational activities being conducted in the Northeast. The physical con­
dition of cattle slaughter plants currently operating in New York and Pennsyl­
vania is basically good, although improvements in additional labor-saving 
equipment could improve their existing levels of productivity in several cases.
In addition to the above listing of commercial livestock slaughter 
plants currently In operation, there were 211 Inspection-exempt plants op­
erating in the Northeast as of 1980, Inspection-exempt plants are defined 
as those approved by a local health service arm of state government for the 
custom slaughter of livestock and game, whose meat will be held for the ex­
clusive use of the owner, members of his household, and non-paying guests, 
Unfortunately, this number of inspection-exempt plants also includes those 
slaughterers who still remain under state inspection in Maine, Rhode Island, 
and Vermont* A more definitive breakdown identifying these state inspected 
plants was unavailable.
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Two principal data sources exist for determining regional cattle sup­
plies. The first source is reports on slaughter by state, and by species an 
class as recorded by the Packers and Stockyards Administration and by the 
Crop Reporting Board. These data, however, record volume by state of 
slaughter, not origin, so that with limited data on interstate shipments, 
regional slaughter statistics are inadequate for determining local supplies. 
The second data source is the Crop Reporting Board!s farm inventories by 
specie and class. Combined with data series on dispositions, the farm 
inventory estimates may be used to determine the available supplies of 
slaughter animals in the region.
Estimated Annual Cattle-Slaughter Potential from Existing Regional Herds
Crop Reporting Board data, allow an estimate of the total annual cattle 
and calves marketed or otheiwi.se disposed of in New York and the Northeast 
(Table 2). The major animal classes and uses included under the .marketing 
category are as fellows:
(1) cull cattle going directly to slaughter consisting of cows culled from 
both the dairy and beef herds as well as smaller numbers of bulls and stags 
from the same sources;
(2) cattle custom-slaughtered in commercial plants for use on farms where 
the livestock were produced;
(3) cattle locally ted-out to slaughter weight on either grain rations, 
forage feedstuffs, or some combination of both; and
(4) the remainder that is left after the above livestock disappearance 
categories have been accounted for from reported region-wide cattle mar­
ketings, This residual represents an estimate of the number of cattle being
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s hipped out of the region for feeding or breeding purposes, The approximat 
nuiuber of an.imais in each group in 19 80 can be estisated as fo 11 ows .
Cull Supplies
The basis for estimating the annual replacement or culling rates can 
be developed by applying average marketing rates in the Northest region to 
local dairy and beef herd populations (Haas et al,} Van Arsdall and Skold)4 
In particular, estimates of cull cows and bulls available for slaughter 
are calculated by applying the following rates to the inventory herd data 
appearing in Table 2. Annual beef cow replacements represent 14 percent of 
the regiorus existing beef cow herds; beef bull replacements are equal to 1 
percent of the beef bull herd; milk cow replacements are equivalent to 2L
.t oi the2 dairy cow herds; and dairy bull replacements, although
to less than 1 percent of that herd, can be rounded up- to .1 percent
to .simplify the calculations, Since death loss considerations have already 
been integrated into theahove estimates, these data may be applied directly 
to farm inventories of 'cows and bulls. Eased on these procedures, it was 
determined that, aggregate culling activites from the Northeast's herds 
during 19S0 would have yielded 48,300 beef cows; 427,770 dairy cows; and 
750 bulls and stags- for a grand total of 476,820 head of cull cattle,
Faria Slaughter
Through the assistance of Crop Reporting Service officials stationed ii 
Albany, hew York (and elsewhere), the following bench-mark observations 
were made based on reviews of historical data and reports originating from 
New York and other Northeastern states. The custom-slaughter of cattle for 
farmers in commercial plants is estimated to be at least equal to the level 
of cattle slaughtered on farms for home use, Such an estimate must be
-11'
viewed as conservative. The actual number of custom-slaughtered cattle 
for farmers may be higher. Since the farm slaugher statistics cited in 
Table 2 are a composite of cattle and calf slaughter, the acutal number of 
cattle attributed to farm slaughter was probably about three-quarters or 
more of the 43,000 head reported in the Northeast region during I960, with 
the remainder being calves slaughtered at weights under 500 pounds. Con­
sequently, for purposes of estimating marketing category eliminations for 
19303 an estimate ox 43,000 head of cattle custom-slaughtered in commer­
cial plants for farm use would have to be viewed as a minimal figure,
■Regional Cattle Feeding
Data obtained from the U.S. Crop Reporting Board's Cattle on Feed 
series indicate that as of January 1, 1980, feedlots in the Northeast re­
gion contained inventories of 92,000 head of cattle on reed, These feed- 
lot inventories were broken down into states as follows: Pennsylvania
79,000 head; New York 8,000 head; New Jersey 2,000 head; and the six New 
England states 3,000 head, Since the annual turnover rate for Northeastern 
feedlots was 1.1139 during 1980, this means that a grand total of 102,479 
head of livestock were marketed as fed-cattle from regional feedlots that
year.
Estimates of forage—feeding activities on a region-wide basis were ob­
tained through interviews with animal nusbandry personnel at Cornell Uni­
versity and with members of the .Statistical Reporting Service, In propo.L tion 
to the reported marketings of fed—cattle from Northeastern feedlots during 
1980, it was estimated that a total of 5,124 head of cattle were fed-out 
on mainly forage feedstuffs and marketed as slaughter cattle. that year.
This estimate represents about five percent of the total number of 102,a79
-12-
grain-fed cattle that were marketed within the northeastern region during
.1980
Interregional Exchanges
The residual, or 167,577 head of cattle,left after the annual slaughter 
potential for all classes of cattle have been determined and accounted for, 
represents an overall estimate of cattle that were shipped out of state 
for feeding or breeding peposes. However, since region-wide Tnshipments of 
cattle for feeding or breeding purposes were estimated at 161,000 head during 
1980, the net deficit of live-cattle leaving the nine-state region for 
feeding or breeding purposes amounted to 6,577 cattle for the year (Table 2),
Estimates of Fed Cattle Availability
A summarization of these findings reveals that of the total 795,000 head 
of cattle estimated to have been marketed from northeastern herds during 
1930, 627,423 head of cattle went directly to packinghouses for slaughter.
And since 476,820 head of these cattle were cull animals . the es tim.ated num­
ber of grain-fed and forage-fed cattle available for slaughter frc-m North­
eastern herds over the full 12 month period in 1980 amounted to 150,603 
head of cattle. Using similar procedures, New York’s 1980 fed cattle avail­
ability for■commercial markets was calculated to be 18,357 head. These es­
timates are based on the assumption Chat almost all of the custom-slaughtered 
cattle for farmers were fed and that they were recorded among the fed cattle 
available for slaughter that year, even though a transfer of ownership did 
not take place. If farmers sometimes ate non-fed cattle and if the production 
and slaughter statistics excluded the output from the numerous small herds
throughout the region, then actual availability is underestimated here,
-13-
Future Availability cf Slaughter Cattle
A detailed projection of cattle supplies five to ten years into the 
future is an involved task which goes beyond the scope of the present 
study, Nevertheless, some concept of anticipated supplies is necessary to 
understanding slaughter capacity requirements in coming years. The avail­
able evidence is reviewed here with emphasis placed on dairy herds as the 
major regional source of cattle. For example, in 1930, of a total January 
1 inventory of 997,000 cows, 912,000 or 91,5 percent were dairy breeds and 
the remainder beef breeds (N. Y. Crop Reporting Service),
During the three decades from 1950 to 1930, the milking herd in the 
Northeast declined by over one million head, or almost exactly naif cf the 
2,036 million head on regional farms in 1980 (USDA Ag, Stats,), Thus, on 
average, dairy herds have been declining by one percent per year. Much 
of this decline may be attributed to increases in production per cow, as 
aggregate milk supplies changed very little over the period. If this trend 
of greater out pu t per cow and fewer cows continues, regional her do w ^-11 
shrink further in future years, releasing additional packing plant capacity.
Current trends suggest that past experience may underestimate regional 
dairy cow declines in future years, Perhaps the most important of these 
factors is the rate of genetic improvement. Until recently, improvements 
have come about largely through selective breeding, facilitated by artifi­
cial insemination. Much greater improvements and more rapid dissemination 
are made possible by embryo transplants, among other advances. Some animal 
scientists look ahead to the time when a Holstein will be as large as an 
Indian elephant and produce 45,000 pounds of milk a year, three times the 
current average (Business Week). While such major changes are probably
distant;, an accelerated rate of iaprovaioeni: in breeding is likely within 
the next decade. Unless the demand for milk expands, which would require 
a reversal of past trends, herd numbers will also decline,
A second factor is a reduction in the profitability of dairying, 
brought about by changes in support prices. The initial response following 
the suspension of the biannual adjustment in parity prices for milk has 
been an increase in Northeast dairy herd sizes , the first seen in many years 
Economists generally recognize this as a short term response to maintaining 
gross incomes during a period of low grain prices, In the longer term, it 
is widely expected that lower prices will force a number of dairy operations 
out of business, leading to a contraction in numbers of cows. Further 
milk price declines can be expected In 1983 if attempts to drastically 
cut budget allocations for dairy price supports from the $2 billion 
level of the last several years are successful. To the extent that 
milk prices fail to rise (or even fall) In future years, cow numbers 
in the Northeast will likely decline more rapidly than the average for 
1950 - 1980.
Both
To an extent, reduced dairying favors beef production in the region, 
productive and maiEg^ent resources released from milking would be best
suited to cattle production. However, previous anaiysis has shown beef
production to be less profitab 
Fox and Nowak, and Milligan et 
sorb some of the idled resourc 
production is highly unlikely, 
The basic conclusion of t
le in the Northeast than dairying (see e.g. 
al„). Hence, while beef production may al­
es, a one-to-one substitution of meat for milk
his admittedly cursory'analysis is that North­
eastern cattle herd sizes will decline over the coming decade, although the
-15-
actual rate of decline remains uncertain. For the regional packing industry, 
excess capacity will result unless there are further plant closings and/or 
importations of additional animals,
EVALUATION OF CATTLE ANN CALF S CAUGHT ER CAPACITY IN THE' NORTHEAST
Within recant memor j  j ^ 1 Q ,-V (by regional stan cares) f e d beef pack-
lag plants have closed in New York, an J TJ a  ^ n '1 , , n 4  .-3u. sr a l i n is v js. v d  -. i .jl ti., and numerous others
specializing in cull cows have o a a .3;1 o p e r a t i ng .> .L ■ndustry observe rs with
a longer perspective In the region recall the tine when several 
national firms operated packing plants in the Northeast, These are 
specific examples of a general decline in regional cattle slaughter best do­
cumented by annual figures, In New York, cattle slaughter declined by 50 
percent from 1950 - 1980* while in the Northeast the number was down by
/ nr- 
J,.f .L  C ,ble 3) *
on s for the in■dust ry ’ £j decline in the Northeast appear to be
irst Hud foreirlost was the gradual phasing out of the old ter-
luinai stockyards situated near large metropolitan centers in the region, ■
T h I s in dus try t r ans 1 cion a c t ua U y  b eg an 'well before the 1950s , As 1 i ve s t o ck 
receipts at the terminals steadily dwindled, old, obsolete packing plants 
with huge killing capacities, that depended upon the terminals for their raw 
material procurements. began to shut down one after the other, Livestock
which had been shipped into the region by rail and truck
slaughter was now being
new plants in high-dens
immediate
feedlot areas throughout the midwest,
While this single event, which changed the way in which the packing 
industry processed and marketed meat, probably had the greatest impact on 
curtailing beef production in the Northeast, there were two other factors 
that also contributed to the reversal in the fortunes of Northeastern packer 
'These were: (1) the documented long-term decline in the Northeast’s own.
farm inventories of cattle and calves and consequently in the number of
-17-
TABLE 3 ■— Annual commercial slaughter of all cattle and calves by class in New York 
and the Northeast region, 1950-80l' .
Area and year Cattle Calves All cattle and calves
---Thousand head ---
New York State
1950
1955
1960
1965
1970
1975
1980
Northeast Region
1950
1955
1960
1965
1970
1975
1980
507.3 1,044.0 1,551,3
632,0 1,143,0 1,775.0
465.5 911,0 1,376.5
444.0 929,0 1,373.0
373,0 732.5 1,105,5
368.2 893,0 1,261,2
241,5 578,1 819,6
— —  ^ Thousand head -—
712.5 2,573,0 4,285.5
112.6 2,790,9 4,903,5
933.9 2,298,1 4,232.0
971,4 2,307,5 4,278,9
609.0 1,683.1 3,292.1
720.8 1,724.2 3,444,8
177.6 1,083.8 2,261.4
If Agricultural Statistics, 1951-80, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, ^DC- 
Data include slaughter in federally inspected and other slaughter plants, including 
state inspected plants; exclude animals sraughtered on farms.
■3 a ,11331 s from these r e g i o na 1 in ex d s av a x 1a b 1 1; to be nun k e t e d for i mmsd lay
slaughter, and (2) the relatively recent ana dramatic increase in the prici
or fossil fuel, which Impacted significantly on the cost of shipping live­
stock from states outside the Northeast to packers located within the region, 
Nevertheless, packing plant activity in the Northeastern region today 
cannot simply be dismissed and categorised as grossly inadequate, particular! 
in view of the level of current supplies of cattle and calves that are 
available for immediate slaughter from regional herds and from herds of 
neighbouring states.
Slaughter Capacity and Utilization of Existing Plants by Type and Area
In terms of physical numbers, the region’s existing kill-capacity is' 
dominated by 396 packing plants with cattle-killing capabilities of less 
than 20 head per hour (Table 4). It should be pointed out that many of these 
snail plants perforin a dual role by slaughtering calves as well as cattle, 
Consequently, the numbers of calf slaughter establishments identified in. 
Table 4 are also handling cattle and are not wholly separate establishments 
ip, most cases. Indeed, many of these Nor theast e m  packers, who rapresent
bh.ese 396 small f inns => also slaughter hogs and sheeP, Such dem­
were deleted in order to focus specifically on the K..x i 1  X U  g and ;
activites connected with cattle and calves,
Although the physical plant conditions of these small firms are good 
and periodically updated in ordex to maintain their federal certification, 
from the U *S, .Meat Inspection S ervice, the met hod of 3 1aughter used is often 
the conventional bed-type kill system that was popular in the 1940s, 
larger volume plants typically use the prevailing on-the-rail system, with 
the carcasses moved by gravity along the rail in all but the largest regional
plants (e.g, over 50 head per hour) which have mechanical power systems. 
The increased labor efficiency of the rail system over the bed system has 
caused the former to-.be adopted for virtually all new plant construction
(Smalley)*
According to unpublished Food Safety and Inspection Service (FSIS) data 
only 11 cattle-slaughtering establishments operate at kill-line speeds in 
excess of 19 head of cattle within the Northeastern region, while calf­
slaughtering activities above this hourly kill-level are found at 34 esta­
blishments, There is double counting duplication in these figures since 
some of the larger cattle—killers also slaughter calves on a hign-voxume
d a s i s »
Slaughter Capacity Utilization of Existing Plant by Meat Animal Class
Although small operators tend to dominate 
terms of sheer physical numbers, the reverse 
productive killing-capacity. For purposes of
regional slaughter activity in 
is true in terms of actual 
simplification, the discussion.
will focus first on operators with kill rates in excess 
subseauentiv, attention is turned to those packers with
of 19 head per hour; 
lower kill-line
speeds,
1. Regiona1 plant activities of packers with slaughter capacities exceeding 
19 head of livestock per hour —  The annual FSIS production data presented in 
Table 5 show that the 11 cattle slaughtering establishments witn dir-xine 
speeds of 20 head or more per hour processed some 68b thousand head of catti 
during 1979, or 56 percent of the 1.2 million cattle slaughtered within the 
region that year. Calf slaughter activity among the larger regional packers 
parallels the situation found for the cattle-slaugitering operations, but in 
a more intensifled manner. During 19 79 , the or tederally approved
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GbtaolisriiRencs w x lIi hourly caif—xilling capacities of 20 head or mors
7.o r 980 tnousand head o t the 1,1 million calves processed in the 
the year (85%),
While these figures indicate a definite cone 
Paci.ty among a reiat,b/ely rev large regional pt 
have been even more substantial if these plant 
USDA-raced line speeds» The slaughter potential, of the 11 
1979 was 894 thousand head with a single-shift 
of overtime per week, the aggregate annual cap 
killers shown in Table 5 could have jumped to 997 thousand head.
Operating a packing plant at 100 percent of its capacity oh an annual
3 O e aaccounted
proces ed in the regie>n for
:entrat ion. of pr■oduc tive ca-
j the concentration. would
jsd ope:rated at their official
J_ cat tle-killsrs in
By add:Ing just four hours
,ty f or the two groups of
basis requires that the plant functions at its normal 1;ine-speed on a si
shift basis for 7,2 hours per workday for 252 gay3 p8i 1/ear, for a total
i., 2 3 L H1 productive hours. Only 6 of the I.1 beef packers in the two group;
shown in. Table 5 averaged this number of hours or more per year. and no;
single plant in. the region was able to match its officially rated line-speed 
for the entire 52 week period. However, three firms came very close to 
achieving those operating levels and in so doing boosted the plant utilization 
percentages for the two groups of cattle-killers with hourly line-speeds in 
excess of 19 head of 1ivestock,
Excluding these three firms, the average percentage utilization figures 
for annual plant use would have been uneconominally low. In fact, even with 
the three productive firms included, plant utilisation averages must, still 
be considered quite lew is view of the high plant overhead costs and narrow 
profit margins characteristic of the meat packing industry, The extent of 
this overall underutilization of existing cattle slaughter facilities, taken 
group, must be categorized as being notably poor,SS <3.
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A review of the operating activities among the 34 high-volume, calt 
slaughterers produced even more_startling results. For example, iviit c± 
these operators averaged using their call-killing lines tor less tnan .20 
hours of total operating time over the period of one year. Moreover, 
only five of the 34 calf—processors slaughtered m  excess Oi x,u00 nours 
during 1979 and none of the firms achieved an annual productive operating 
level of 1,814 hours. Only two packers came close to operating their fa­
cilities at capacity. Consequently, both groups of high-volume calf killers 
produced extremely poor results in terms of industrial p±ant use, wtiich 
visibly demonstrates the massive excess in calf-slaughter capacity tear cur­
rently exists in relation to the current supply of slaughter calves.
Since this study began, four of the eleven beef-packing firms with 
plant capacities exceeding 19 head of cattle per hour ceased all slaughter­
ing activities and closed. One firm was out of operation for only a few 
weeks. It appears that two plants may ultimately reopen. Although both 
firms have modern kill-floors which permit their facilities to be operatea 
at reasonable levels of in-plant productivity and efficiency at existing 
kill-line speeds, both plants are old enough to have had sizeaole amounts 
of their capital investment costs depreciated. Therefore, between having 
the opportunity to operate these facilities with relatively low annual 
fixed costs and having no substitute uses tor these plant racilites, ..tt 
is reasonable to assume that both plants may be reopened. Based on 
similar economic logic, it also appears likeiy that the credxcurs ui the 
now bankrupt packing firm will either hire new managers to reopen the 
plant, or sell the facility to others.
Considering the fact that the nation is now in a recession. 
Hid that the United Food and Commercial Workers International
UD.1.011 has oriiy Just recent! V  aigun to temper the! r wage dermends, it would
ap peat■ that t ha abova o u 11 o■ ok -e■xpectati ons fc;r thes e three regions jL beef
pa c ioe i' S 3. X 0 no t over ly opti.la'XS ti c . Fur thermo! 1 e j g 1.ven. the current levels
o r v, i ..tit uti lisa.t ion for th e 11 Northea;stern Pac rer s , what seems most sur-
T) is in.3 XS that only 3 of £1- rK "fUfa J_1 firms found t neois eIves in t inanc1a 1 or
la bor™■relate d  d i if ic ulties duri ng the cnur ran t econo mic down t u r n » 1apparent ly
the re gion ? s C8i t-ki llers h ave survived by tu rn ipi? to the slaughter‘ of
ot her animal cies and to 0 ther proc.esssing accivi ties ava liable t0 them as
g rrers if led meat ope r.a t ors*
K everth eles S j C!onsider ing the situ;it ion at the time of this an.a lysis,
it $ a alHS cip propr ■f £ P to cev slop an analiis is tijsc wo aid pred:let the impact
on the regio:  ^  ^ • n s beef indust:rv 1 f all thi?ee 01 tne s hut down plants remained
cl<o sad perma:nent.1 -rriv . During 19 79 , these three firms slaught'ered a eomb xned
t o 'tal -of 133 . 308 I ' i S S h i  ot ca 11 le at an aggrega te indiiistrial jplant at illzation
nt the three remained closed, its is
.ts, operated at capacity (on a single1
to making up the 133,303 fc,03.d killing-
pacity deficit* Moreoever, if each of the remaining plants were operated 
at capacity for an additional four hours of overtime per week, they 
could s1aughter and process an addi1i onal 49.338 cattle. Thus the region? s 
potential for large packers would not appear to be hampered by the perma­
nent closure of all three federally approved establishments.
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2, Regional plant activities of packers with slaughter capabilities below
19 head of livestock per hour — - - - -- -— - -- - -- As shown . m  Table
5, the 396 cattle slaughterers that have been classified in this study as 
small processors with hourly kills below 19 head actually accounted for the 
slaughtering and processing of some 538 thousand head of cattle during 
1979. or 44 percent of the entire 1.2 million cattle slaughtered within the 
region that year. However, the level of calf slaughter activity acnieced by 
the 183 small calf processors with kills below 19 head per hour was signi­
ficantly less satisfactory. They accounted for only 170 thousand head of 
the 1.1 million calves processed in the region during 1979. This means 
that as a group) the 183 smali calf—Killers slaughtered isss than 1 0  
cent of the reglon^s total output of veal that year,
While these small processors were reasonably well represented in terms 
of the region * s total annual cattle-kill in absolute numoers , the extent 
of their beef industry participation nevertheless must be considered meager 
at best in view of the actual use made of their existing aggregate killing 
capacity. Taken as a group, these 396 firms utilized only 22.8 percent of 
existing industrial capacity with respect to their cattle-slaughtering po­
tential during 1979. The underutilization of calf-slaughtering lines among 
the 183 operational firms killing calves that year was even more striking, 
From a productivity point of view, not only were the absolute numbers of 
calves processed by these small operators down badly in relation to their 
large operator counterparts within the region, but their existing .levcx of 
plant utilization in 1979 deteriorated to the point where only 10.o2 percent 
of the group!s existing calf-slaughter capacity was actually utilized that
year.
26~
The measured use of kill-capacity for these small Northeastern firms 
was determined by comparing the actual numbers of animals slaughtered and 
the total number of hours each plant slaughtered in 1979, as reported by 
federal inspectors at each plant, with each plant's USDA. rated kill-line 
speed and what could have been produced if each plant had been operated, at 
its normal line-speed at animal levels of productivity attained when operat­
ing these plaints for 7,2 hours per workday for 252 days per year, The es­
timates of kill-capacity utilisation and potential production for small 
plants shown in Table 5 represent what these 396 operators actually did 
achieve in annual productivity during 1979.
However, the scope and magnitude of such productive potential for these 
396 firms are in fact overstated, for the following reasons. Most of these 
small killers process several animal species with their labor crews, closing 
down one animal-class kill-line to initiate activities at another. Also, 
the labor forces of such small plants normally perform other plant duties 
besides slaughtering, such as carcass-breaking and retail activities, . 
which would prevent them from remaining on the kill-floor for 7.2 hours per 
workday,. Furthermore, many plants only kill one or two days per 
week, Besides these technical in-plant considerations, the actual availa­
bility and accessibility of livestock for uniform slaughter scheduling also
plays an important role in the actual level of productivity such small 
plants are capable of achieving with regard to the full utilization of 
their industrial capacity, For example, inclement weather such as snow
-27-
storms and the like will affect annual plant productivity data, Never­
theless, given the necessary- livestock availability and sufficient labor 
and cooler capacity inputs, these small packers could physically achieve 
the production potentials for cattle and calf slaughter as stated in 
1able b ,
Since the projected potential annual production of these 396 existing 
plants is several times greater than the level of cattle and calf produc­
tion achieved in 1979, no attempt was made to estimate their potential 
annual production with an additional four hours of overtime per week.
Based on available plant data and interviews with officials of the Food 
Safety and Inspection Service, these 396 small plants have the aggregate 
kill-floor and cooler capabilities to more than double their actual 1979 
cattle and calf kill levels, Therefore, in the case of cattle slaughter 
activity, these small processors in the aggregate had the physical poten­
tial to handle nearly the entire region’s cattle production during 1979,
Since this study was undertaken, 18 of the 396 .beef packing firms with 
plant capacities below 19 head of cattle per hour ceased slaughtering 
operations, and 15 firms closed altogether. Of those which closed, 13 
firms succumbed to banckrup teles and three other plant s curtailed their 
cattle slaughtering functions but retained operational activities in 
other sectors. It should be pointed out here, however, tnat the numbers 
of federally approved establishments open for business are not even
constant from month to month "within any given year, Packing plants 
close and reopen for numberous reasons, including the suspension of
- ? R -
I'cUtl i. -d1 plant certification and remodeling activities, as well as
C, n  G  3 £  0 1.1 £ G 3. t- O V  £  *
Of the fifteen plants that currently remain closed, a number 
will likely reopen under new management, or be sold to others once 
the current recession, ends and economic conditions improve, Neverthe­
less, even if these plants remained closed, it is unlikely that the 
group 1 a a.ggregate cattle-slaughtering potentia 1 wiII dec!.1 ne si.gni f i ~ 
eantly since It is currently being so grossly underutilised,
h/hen evaluating average annual plant capacity utilization it is im­
portant to acknowledge the effects seasonality of supplies can have on these 
operations. To the extent that slaughter is dispersed Irregularly through­
out the year, packers are unable to utilise their fixed capacity efficiently, 
The potential for additional animal supplies will improve the efficiency of 
the sector in direct relation, to the extent to which those animals are sup- 
plied to the market on a counter-cyclical basis. Of course, a pro-cyclical 
supply exacerbates the problem,
Regional cattle slaughter, based as it is on culled cowss is approxi­
mately uniform across the year, with modest increases in October and January 
(Table 6), The fall increase Is undoubtedly a response by dairyman to re­
duce feed demand as they shift to stored feed for the winter season, The 
reasons for heightened culling in January are not immediately apparent. Calf 
slaughter Is more irregular, with one-fifth to one-third of the volume
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hand led in March as a result of the persistent trend in early-spring freshen­
ing ■ (Table 7),
A review of the monthly slaughter statistics from the region suggests 
that the operators are running their plants at more uniform levels than 
would be possible if only local supplies were used, Apparently seasonal de­
ficits are being made up by imports from outside the region.
Competitiveness of Existing Slaughter Plants in the Northeast
Meatpacking is a very low profit margin business. Over three-fourths 
of every sales dollar is returned to the livestock producer as a raw material 
expense to the Industry. Of the 21,6 percent that initially remains as gross 
operating margin, approximately 10,3 percent goes for employee wages and . 
benefits, Interest, depreciation, utilities and rents as well as supplies 
and miscellaneous items account for another 9.6 percent, which leaves 1.7 
percent for earnings before taxes. After all expenses and income taxes, 
present net profits are about 1,0 percent of sales industry-wide and nave 
averaged as low as 0,97 percent over the past decade (Wilson).
Because of these existing industry conditions, most successful operators 
are those who can generate profits by striving to attain high-volume sales, 
Consequently, high—volume packers have an inherent advantage over smaller 
firms.. But of even greater Importance In competitive advantage is their 
ability to utilise more fully the technological innovations available to the 
industry. This permits them to obtain significant economies of scale in their 
daily processing operations. Such competitive processing advantage enables 
large packers to successfully reduce their unit killing costs per animal 
by as much as half or more over their competition.
- 32™
large ■packers ha've aIso impro'tffi r\
und the fabricateion :of animal C ct
bagged and boxed ITow ever* c r e a t ive
lending profits still. further
lIs inco portion- controlled
instit utional (HRI) trade}
throut h supermanket chain-
stores.
When comparing northeastern packers with their national rivals* their 
competitive position must be viewed as being tentative at best.. Locational 
advantage places them close to huge numbers of consumers} but all other 
competitive factors appear to put most northeastern firms at a significant 
competitive disadvantage, The extent of the disadvantage analyzed here is 
significant, since it gives an indication of the future viability of the 
sector in the Northeast, During the aibsequent discussion, it is helpful to 
keep in mind that virtually all northeastern plants are small by national 
standards,
Information for this section, is derived from interviews conducted with 
managers of several cattle packing plants in New York and Pennsylvania during
the winter of 1981. The interviewed firms were iomiv se. d from a
sample stratified by size and location so the results should be representa­
tive of the entire regional cattle packing industry. Stratification allowed 
a selection of a large sample of the biggest packers* but only a 10-15 parcel 
sample of the more numerous, smaller firms.
Cattle Slaughter Costs Per Head and Labor Productivity Per Man-Hour
The following production cost estimates for northeastern packers are
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base d on information gathered during personal interviews. However, because 
of management's understandable reluctance to reveal highly confidential in­
formation or their imprecise knowledge of costs, tne data reported here 
should be viewed as only operating norms for various size packers operating 
within the region, In reality, not all production costs are strictly com­
parable since some firms employ union labor while others do not. Packers 
also have different power sources and therefore varying electrical, gas, 
or oil charges as well as varying water and sewage charges, Moreover, some 
packers attempt to salvage all of their animal byproducts as well as procso^ 
all viscera and bones, while others do neither. Packers integrated into 
byproducts processing often have very high overhead expenses, but are able 
to achieve significant ’’drop" credits, which can generate substantial ad­
ditional income for very high-volume firms. However, all of these additional 
plant functions do tend to escalate a firm's production costs and lower 
kill-floor productivity when hot offal work-up crews are expanded to sal­
vage all byproducts from the animal carcasses,
Maximum kill-line speed for packers operating in the Northeast region is 
100 head per hour for cattle, and 225 head per hour for calf slaughter. How­
ever, of those packers interviewee tor production cost information, the maxi­
mum kill-line spped was 65 head of cattle per hour, while the lowest was 35 
head per hour. Raw data from the interviewed firms consisted of a range or 
values which exceeded reasonable expectations based on a knowledge of tne costs 
of national packers and Internal consistency among the estimates, The values 
varied in part as some of the packers may have provided kill—cost estimates 
without fully considering all of the indirect or fixed costs associated with 
their production operations. Consequently, judgment was used in making some 
adjustments and allowances in the raw figures leading to accepted values ranging 
from a low of about S28 per head to a high of about $45 per head.
Estimates of kill-floor productivity per man-hour we] t; _l s difficult
to obtain since it involved specific answers to questions concerning employee 
numbers and functions , length of daily work shifts (less breaks and produc­
tion downtime) j and the average number of cattle killed per day,, or average
carcass -  c o o 1  e r c o un t , The 1abor product:boxty estimates for large
nst a m packers ranged from a low of 1,02 cattle per man-hour to a
■f 1,75 cattle per man--hour ,
he smal 1 n o rt haas t ern T i ;5 r -  I f  e T  r ‘ r—' ‘"u '• ^ s that were ;i_ interviewed had a maximum
? hour, Their adjusted unit killing costs
id to a high of about $ 4 0  per head,
he 1 ow-voluiae packers as were exper:fenced
kill-line speed of 19 head of cattle per hour and a minimum, cr lowest 
operating line speed of two-cattle per be 
ranged from a. low of about $34 per hi 
Similar data problems occurred with tin 
with the larger operators during the survey interviews. Accordingly, similar 
adjustments and allowances were made in these estimates as well to reflect 
the shortcomings in packer estimating procedures,
Small packer estimates of kill-floor productivity were readily avail­
able for the same reasons previously cited and, through visual inspection, 
tended to reflect actual conditions closely. The labor productivity esti­
mates for small northeastern packers ranged from a low of 0,78 cattle per 
man-hour to a high of 1,40 cattle per man-hour. These operators were also 
much less efficient in their salvage operations. Typically, only the hide, 
liver., tongue? kidneys, head and, cheek meat, and oxtails were saved, with 
all remaining carcass byproducts being sold to Tenderers along with animal 
. bone wastes.
■f the variables affecting kill-floor efficiency directly involve 
:lass and grade of -cattle being slaughtered, The average weight of these 
.e is also very important as well as the equipment and layout being 
utilised, the training, speed, and skill of the work force in question and
viscera and v ;
Some of ;
the cl
cattl
their overall morale, ■Job assignment shifts come into play as well and
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can often directly affect employee morale, Inspection and sanitation control 
are indirect factors that can influence overall productivity.
Furthermore, if a future shift in production emphasis of beef cattle 
over dairying does occur within the northeast region, smail packers can be 
expected to benefit most, since cattle inventories would likely continue to 
remain widely dispersed. The small processor^with his integrated and flexi­
ble industry sector participation,is positioned to react quickly to rapidly 
changing economic conditions, Many also possess locational advantages Oj_ 
being close to remote cattle supplies while at the same time still remaining 
reasonably close to metropolitan demand centres. Circumstances such as these 
will likely continue to help him maintain his unique competitive advantage 
despite the inefficiencies that might exist in his kill-floor operations. 
Respectable retailing markups of 25 to 28 percent cannot be overlooked either, 
particularly when many of these small operators conduct their retailing ac­
tivities out of the same facility in which they slaughter. Such combined 
operating functions automatically lower their indirect, or fixed, retailing 
costs and enable these small firms to utilise their direct or variable labor 
inputs more efficiently,
Comparisons with Plants in the Midwest and Far West
The general consensus among packers nationwide is that industry leadsj-s 
presently set the standard for competition, Although neither firm will openly 
divulae their slaughtering or fabricating production figures, others within the 
industry have made penetrating analyses and have come up with approximate pro­
duction cost ranges for these firms' killing costs per head. These best
estimates iaclicate that the acknowledged industry leader has slaughter­
ing costs oi about $18 to 820 per head, .Productivity levels are probably 
around 2,5 cattle per man-hour (Heat Industry? 1981),
Although this firm operates several slaughtering facilities, its 
newest plant is probably the largest single-unit packing facility in the 
world with the potential to handle over one million head annual.lv* Other 
features of this complex include a fully automated rendering system and 
a hide-curing department.» Several other supporting facilities are also 
located on the planth premises, including a self-contained sewage treat­
ment system for waste water pollution control.
Production cost estimates for the number two firm at about $21 to 
$22 per head for slaughtering are very close to the preceding estimates, 
Productivity is probably in the vicinity of 2,4 cattle per man-hour,
Other packing plants that were also considered to be operated efficiently 
had estimated costs of about 82 3 per head. Therefore, as a rule of thumb, 
in order to be competitive at this time, packers need-to aim at production 
costs in the low $.20s when slaughtering uniformly finished fed cattle,
Assembly and Distribution Costs
When co nd uc t i ng feasibility studies , industry consult an t s aIways augment 
an analysis of estimated in-plant production costs with an analysis of assembly 
and distribution costs so that in-plant economies of operation are not offset 
by excessive cost for procurement. One of the inherent locational advantages
packers nave is being literally next door to theirmidwest and far west
raw material requirements. Monfort of Colorado, Inc,, for example, is a 
fully integrated concern with its own feediots, Consequently, MonfortTs 
managers measure their procurement distance by mere miles* Other noninte- 
grated packers usually manage to acquire most of their cattle needs from 
procurement distances within a 15 to 150 mile radius of their plants.
This contrasts sharply with the procurement situation experienced by 
existing northeastern packers who must travel distances of up to 1,000 miles 
to acquire their fed cattle and culls, In this regard, smaller regional 
packers have an advantage in that most of their supplies are acquired lo­
cally .
Northeastern producers have additional cost penalties through their 
reliance on auction and terminal markets as principal source points, Such 
markets, while costly, do provide an important assembly function where 
production is dispersed among small feeders. Trucking costs in the North­
east are also believed to be higher than for the Midwest*
While northeastern packers hold an obvious advantage on the other side 
of the transportation equation in hauling beef directly to outlets near the 
consuming public, this advantage has been significantly reducea since the 
advent of fabricating beef primeIs at the point of slaughter* A 1,000 pound 
live steer finished on grain is reduced to approximately 615 pounds of 
carcass beef after slaughter and then further reduced to 457 pounds of bagged 
and boxed beef after a fabrication process has taken place at the packing 
plant, The long distance shipping advantages of the reduction in bulk are 
obvious, but also important is the improved utilization of the fat and 
bone that were previously shipped along with the edible beef to consuming
metropolitan centers.
From this comparisen of costs, it is evident t.hat the net full cost 
disadvantage of northeastern packers is significant. How then do the re­
gional plants survive? One reason is the age of the plants in the North­
east. Older, fully depreciated plants with little alternative use value can 
operate at levels just covering variable costs. New, midwestern plants, 
despite greater operational economies, must nevertheless generate sufficient
profits to service a substaritxal debt.
It is also clear that rilany .northeastern plants have found a ,3niclia
which permits them to avoid d i r e c. t comps tition with lower cost firms.
niches range from a source of quick f 
retailing operations, which take most
.11-in orders to integrated slaughter™ 
of their profits from the retail mar­
gins.
The net effect of these 
equilibrium in regional cattl 
plants are built or existing
operating differences appears to be a 
e slaughter activities. Occasionally, 
ones modernised, while firms at the ot
or the spectrum continue to close due to labor demands, locational
temporary
new
her end 
disadvan­
tages in urban areas, aging of the management staff, or for other reasons 
These factors change slowly, so baring major technological advances or 
shifts in interregional competition, no major alterations of the regional 
structure are expected over the coming decade*industry
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ESTABLISUING EFFICIENT SLAUGHTER PLANT FACILITIES lN THE NORTHEAST
A principal finding of the preceeding analysis was the extent of unused 
packing plant capacity in the Northeast, Clearly, mouerate levels of in 
creased regional production of fat cattle could be handled by these pxanus, 
Higher levels of production, although seemingly unlikely at this poiut 
in times would require additional capacity, Capacity could be augmented 
either by the conversion and modernization of existing plants or by the 
construction of wholly new facilities. Investment in slaughter facilities 
can also be justified if the resultant increases in productivity are surri- 
cient to reduce total kill costs,
Modernization of Existing Packing Plants
Tinder most circumstances it is difficult to visualize fed-cattle supplies 
increasing in the foreseeable future to the point where new slaughter facili­
ties would be required. It is therefore more appropriate that consideration 
be given to increasing existing plant efficiency by modernizing kill-floors 
and adding more productive equipment. The primary factors for consideration 
are the potential for increasing the size of the kill floor, increasing the 
speed of the kill-line, and the addition of new, modern equipment to perform 
the operations more efficiently, Depending on how much the hourly kill rate 
is increased, it may also be necessary to increase the capacity of the hold­
ing coolers.
This approach to industrial revitalization of northeastern packing plant 
activity could be used to satisfy a potential increase in fed-cattle slaughter 
in addition to efficiently handling current cull-cow slaughter, which will 
remain the industry's raw material mainstay for the foreseeable future.
Under circumstances where additional fed-slaughter capacity is needed and
Cl 3;
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■ cow capacity ex.ists ., conversion. may be a relati 1 *V C  -L  )r simple and
procedure. The addit:ion of shrouding stations is typically the
required. Shrouding is the last operation on the kill floor
and is applied just prior to moving trie carcass into the chill roonu Ad­
ditional equipment and supplies involved are a hydraulic platform arid a 
supply of pegs and shroud cloths,
Before making a decision concerning the modernization of existing fa­
cilities, each situation should be examined thoroughly because plants in the 
Northeast region have a wide variety of slaughtering arrangements, In­
stances can be found where both fed-beef and cull-cows are currently being 
slaughtered in the same facility or where one or the other is handled in con­
junction with a calf slaughtering operation.. If fed-beef is already a part 
of the operation* costs of conversion, to a complete fed-beef operation will 
have already been paid»
: „ J
Construction of New Slaughter Plant Faeillth 
Costs synthesis, a commonly ust 
divides a plant, an operation, or a 
so that the various pieces can be studi* 
et al.). In the current application of 
packing plants, cost estimates were div: 
land acquisition and site preparation; 1 
treatment system; paved areas; animal corrals; and architects fees, A 
further breakdown was provided for the building and equipment categories 
since these ars the most expensive and the most critical to an economically 
viable operation. This further breakdown involves the following items: kill 
floor, chill and sales coolers, boiler and refrigeration systems, hide
ccic-engineering techniq sub-
:onc.ept into a series of S £ 3ges
>-.r analyzed separately  ( Gothg rrt
i-nomic-engineeri.ng analysis to
l Into the fellowing s egments :
din^, ' '-L £ equipmen t, wat p 7“ and s ewage
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curtng, rendering, equipment cleanup, dry storage areas, offices, welfare 
and cafeteria areas, refrigerated docks, dock aprons, parking lots, and 
corrals„ In addition to these specific physical facility requirements and 
costs, the full range of fixed and variable costs must be considered in or­
der to project estimated kill costs on a unit-basis so that a decision may 
be reached concerning the feasibility of constructing such a plant,
Estimates of the component costs used in this synthesized analysis were 
obtained from several sources. The estimates of building and equipment coots 
were obtained from the engineering department of Koch Supplies, Inc,, Kansas 
City, Missouri, and from Omeco-Boss Co,, Omaha, Nebraska, Estimated costs 
for sewage-treatment systems were obtained from Bell, Galyasdt and Wells, 
sanitary engineering consultants, Omaha, Nebraska, Land values, slue wor^, 
and property taxes were acquired from the Utica Chamber of Commerce, otica, 
New York, Utility rate estimates were based on those provided by the Nieigra 
Mohawk Power Corpa, Utica, New York, the New York State Electric and Gas 
Corp., Binghamton, New York, and the City of Utica Board of Wals^r Supply, 
Utica, New York, In many instances, basic data from previous studies (iden­
tified in the text) were used and updated by adj us ting for inflation as re­
ported by the Council of Economic Advisors m  the Economic Report of the
President.
A brief description of the physical processes involved in cattle Slaugh­
tering is provided to help snow the relationship and importance or some of 
the operations involved*
Corrals; The corrals are a receiving and holding area. Cattle are generally 
brought in by trucks, inspected as they are received, and placed in holding 
pens for a short time until needed. Cattle for the day’s kill are driven 
up the loading chute, weighed, and herded into holding pens to await slaugnter.
■L 0 -
yj ten needed they e driven
hill floor; The ki11 floor
Kill floors must be OJ SUCh
 ll  is the heart of the. beef slaughtering operation, 
m   of suc  size and arrangement to conduct and facilitate 
sanitary operations and efficient performance of inspection services, This 
is the area where all of the operations involved in converting, the animals
in to f inished carcass sides take place» These dressing line operations in-
elude: immobilizing, bleeding, eviscersit ing, removal of heads , hides and
feer, s platting the carcass into sides s wa shing, shrouding and weighing of
the sidS3 »
Supporting salvage operations are performed on the kill floor in many 
plants, However,, most larger plants may perform most of the supporting opera­
tions in separate work-up areas. Supporting operations include head work-up> 
viscera removal, hide removals pluck work-up, and paunch work-up,
The kill floor specifications used to estimate the cost of construction 
la this study are typical of architectural designs of on™the-rail kill floor 
layouts that meet US DA Meat Inspect i on app r oval,
Chill room: Each carcass side of beef is covered with a canvas shroud to
prevent shrinking and to allow fat to mold to the carcass, improving physical 
appearance, The carcass is then pushed by rail or, in larger plants, mech­
anic all}'" transferred from the kill floor to a chill room, Here the carcasses 
hang on rails for about 24 hours, chilling to 35°F , The shrouds are then 
removed and the carcass sides transferred to another holding cooler, where 
they are graded and split into quarters,
Chill rooms are built in a wide variety of sices and shapes, usually 
designed to meet the particular needs of the individual plant, Some of the 
important factors involved in the design of chill rooms are (1) the type 
and amount ox construction materials involved, (2) the amount and type of
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product to be handled, (3) the temperature to be maintained in the room,
(4) the outside temperature. (5) the amount and size of electrical equip­
ment in the room, (6) the number of individuals working in the room, and (7) 
the frequency of air changes.
Total Investment and Fixed Cost Requirements
Costs were allocated by stage of operation in two categories for de­
termining the cost structure of the beef processing plants. These costs 
were; (1) Investment overhead, or fixed costs, and (i) operating or variaole 
costs* Fixed costs are those related to building construction, land, and 
equipments expressed as costs associated with depreciation, interest, taxes 
and insurance. Variable costs are those related to labor, materials, utili­
ties (natural gas, electricity and water), storage, office, telephone, laun­
dry, and other miscellaneous costs. Finally, an allowance must be made for 
operating capital when determining the total costs of an operation.
Total investment required by stage: Total building and equipment requirements
were developed for each stage of operation, m  detail by tne use of economic— 
engineering analysis and cost synthesis. £-t the same time the requirements 
were developed, the depreciation, average investment, interest cost, insur­
ance costs, and taxes were calculated* These data are presented in detail in 
Appendix Tables 1 through 13*
In determining the advisability of constructing new slaughtering capa­
city prime consideration Is given to major cost items such as land and sice 
preparation, buildings, equipment, water ana sewage treatment systems, cor­
rals, paved areas and the architect^ fee. (App. Table 1),
The construction of the slaughter facility and related areas must be 
planned in considerable detail. Major components of this facility (kill
floor, chill cooler, sales cooler, etc,) are shown in Appendix Table 2.
Determining equipment: requirements and costs is very important because 
this is a critical category in making an expansion decision. In broaa 
t e on s t consider a. cion mu s t be a, i vs n to ret r i ge r a 11 o n e q u i pme. h l , k .1.1 i l .1 o o r 
e q u i 'Qti e n f , render in g e q u i pme. n. t , an d h i d e curing e q u .1 pme n t, Off i c e & q u i p -■ 
isent must be provided for, but cost-wise, this is a relatively minor item.
(Ap-p , Table 3) ,
The specific amount of investment capital needed depends on plant site 
and function as well as the type of construction to be utilized and amounts 
and tyres of recoimnended equipment, Current land costs also affect the 
plant's estimated price tag, The values shown in these accompanying tables 
of cost estimates reflect current costs for such investment items in Hew 
tork State, Capital investment estimates were computed for kill capacities 
of 60, 90, and 120 head per hour. These investment estimates ranged from 
8,4 million for a 60 head per hour plant to $13,7 million for a packing 
riant capable of slaughtering 120 head per hour, Constructing the building 
and equiping the plant tor operation represent the largest cost items and 
accounts for approximately two-thirds of the estimated costs for each ol 
the three plant capacities.
Estimated facility requirements and construction costs are shown m  
4pp, Tables 4, 5 and 6, For each different m i x  capacity) the fa^ilit^ 
areas or components requiring the most space, and the most expensive space 
on a per unit basis, are the kill floor, the chill cooler and the sales 
■cooler, There are economies of scale in both per unit space requirements 
and costs as plant size moves from smallest to largest, The average esti­
mated cost per square foot is $126, $120, and $114 respectively for the three 
nthesized plants with hourly kill capacities of 60, 90, and 120 head per
hou
Interest: Interest costs were determined by multiplying the average invest­
ment times a 15 percent interest rate for capital investment items, Average 
investment was determined by dividing total investment by 2, This represented 
a linearly decreasing average investment function for the items considered 
(App. Table 6),
Interest costs gradually dropped from $4.08 per head slaughtered for 
the 60 head per hour operation to about $3,43 for the 120 head per hour op­
eration ,
Taxes: Taxes that would be average for typical Hew York State communities
were calculated as $17,35 per $100 of the asset’s assessed value which at the 
time of writing was 23% o£ the estimated market value (App. lable 7,), 
costs ranged from $2,64 per head for the 60 head per hour plant to $z,lo 
per head in the 120 head per hour plant,
Insurance: Insurance costs, determined after consultation with insurance
carriers, continually decreased from about $.44 per head slaughtered for the 
smallest size operation to about $,37 for the largest,
Total building and equipment fixed costs: Total building and equipment, fixed
costs varied from about $9,41 per head for the smallest size operation to 
$7,86 per head for the largest (App. Table 8), Fixed costs decreased about 
$1,55 per head when plant size doubled from 60 to 120 head per hour.
Total Variable Costs
Variable costs were basically categorized as labor, utilities, other 
supplies and services, and interest on operating capital,
Labor: Labor costs are the largest single variable cost item and account
for approximately one—half of the total per head slaughtering cocs is (App,
Tables 93 10, and 11), Labor costs are subdivided into kill floor casts, 
supporting operations coses, salaried personnel coses and tax and welfare 
costs. Tax and welfare costs include social security taxes and the costs 
of insurance to cover workman. '■ a compensation and general liah ill tv ex­
penses ,
Total labor costs ate $16,22 par head in the 60 head per hour plants
39 per head in the 9(3 head per hour plant, and 513,1b per head in the
head per hour iplant , Thas, it can be seen chat there are seme H C 0 Ilybuj, 1 , ii 3
of sire, but nackiny plant onerat ions are labor intensive and these reduc­
tions indicate more flexibility and. better utilisation of worker skills as 
slant sice increases (Fransmano and Kuntz).
'Utilities; Utilities account for approximately 5 to 6 percent of the total 
per head slaughter costs in the plant sizes considered. Utility cost on a 
per head basis varied very little, ranging from Sj.172 in the smallest plane 
to $1,66 In the largest. In computing utility costs, gas, electricity and 
water and sewage treafinent were considered (Wissrnan, and Logan and King), 
Water and sewage treatment was the largest expense Item, and accounted tor 
almost one-half of the total costs for all sires of plants (App, Table 12),
Ocher supplies and services; For purposes of tars study, otner supplies 
and services include telephone, laundry, miscellaneous supplies, and repairs 
and maintenance, The data did not indicate any appreciable economies as 
size increased for this category of expense, air tirree plant sizes ara 
■estimated at $3,12 per head slaughtered, App, Table 13 shows the breakdown 
on these expenses,
Interest on operating capital; There is a cost of making money available 
to operate cattle slaughtering plants. T h1s exp ease accounts for
47-
approximately 2,5 to 3 percent of the total slaughter costs.
Total annual variable costs; Variable costs accounted for approximately 
70 percent of the estimated total annual cost on a per head basis, As pre­
viously stated* labor was the major cost item,, In the 60 head per hour 
plant* $16.22 of the $21,83 per head variable cost was for labor* compared 
to $14,39 of the $20,00 in the 90 head per hour plant and $13,45 of the 
$19,05 in the 120 head per hour plant. Although there were some individual 
variations, the remaining variable costs averaged out almost the same for 
the three sizes of slaughter plants' studied.
Total Fixed ana Variable Costs
Total fixed and variable costs ranged from $31,24 per head in the smal­
lest plant to $26.91 per head in the largest plant (Figure 1), There'is a 
per head reduction which was estimated to be about 14 percent when plant 
capacity is doubled from 60 to 120 head per hour, The economies apply to 
both fixed and variable costs.
Fixed costs, which include depreciation* interest, insurance and taxes, 
accounted for about 30 percent of total costs. Variable costs* which include 
labor utilities* other supplies and services* and interest on operating capi­
tal* accounted for the other 70 percent, As mentioned ear .Her* laoor is the 
largest single expense item* accounting for approximately 50 percent of the total.
Finally, when calculating total operating costs, the need for working 
capital must be considered, Due to the competitive and regulatory nature of 
the livestock industry, the requirements for working capital are dispropor­
tionately high. Packers, by law, are required to pay for their live animals 
within a short period from purchase, Sales of meat are not similarly
regulated,, and accounts are typically settled in 10 to 14 days, with delays of 
up to 30 days not unknown, Bad debts are also a persistent problem in the 
Indus try,
As a result of the two to three week period between the payment for the 
live animals and. processing costs and the receipt of payment from customers, 
the requirements for operating capital are large.
dictate a fixed to operating capital ratio of ,95 to 1 for small firms s 
1 to 1,27 for medium sized operationsa and up to 1
paries (Smalley, p,33), The actual requirements, of course, vary according
to animal and labor coats, and interest rates a: 
rapidity of payment by custoners*
p s o­ re­
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This study was undertaken to evaluate existing regional beef packers 
as outlets for northeastern-produced cattle and calves, with special em­
phasis being placed on their ability to accommodate future increases in the 
number of fed-cattle that may be produced in the region from dairy cattle, 
Recent research at Cornell University has identified opportunities for com 
bining underutilized bob calves and forage in the production of feeder 
calves and fed beef, These animals would be an addition to the estimated
151,000 head of fat cattle produced in the Northeast in 1980,
The results of a thorough evaluation of 407 federally inspected plants 
currently killing cattle in the Northeast indicate that even a doubling 
of locally available fed cattle for slaughter within the region would not 
create any significant marketing problems, Regional packers with hourly 
kills of 50 head per hour and higher had a plant utilization factor of 80 
percent during 1980, while operators with lower hourly kills experienced 
plant utilization levels of under 4Q percent as a group. Much of this kill 
was made up of cattle imported from outside the region, which constituted 
47 percent of the 1,2 million cattle slaughtered by northeastern packers 
in 1980. Without these additional slaughter cattle procurements from other 
regions, the 407 federally inspected establishments would have witnessed 
substantially lower plant utilization levels of regional cattle slaughter 
capacity,
Nevertheless, in an effort to determine whether these existing packers 
would be able to accommodate substantial further increases in marketing of 
fed cattle from local dairy herds, regional inventories of all cattle and 
calves were evaluated with projected nortneastern herd estimates ma^e throu^, 
1990, The findings of this analysis indicated that farm inventories of
regional cattle and calves will probably remain flat at around 4*6 million 
head or decline slightly over the next several years. Moreover, If milk 
support prices are reduced from current levels during the decade} north- 
eastern farm Inventories of cattle and calves may actually decline, since 
dairy herds eomprise 87 percent of the regional total.
Since physical plant capacity in the Northeast exceeds current cattle 
slaughtering activity by more than 160 percent., and calf slaughter by more 
than 330 percent, the overall competitive position of the region's packers 
must be viewed as less than favorable, By comparing northeastern packers 
with their counterparts in the Midwest and Far West, it was determined that 
most packers in the Northeast had significantly higher killing costs per ani 
utl unit and were not as productively efficient as those packers in other 
regions that compete for the Northeast’s beef market,
Hortheastern packers with kill-line speeds between 2 and 65 head of 
cattle per hour had unit-killing costs that ranged from a low of about $28 
per head to a high of about $45 per head. Their labor productivity rates 
■.ranged from a low of 0.73 cattle per man-hour to a high of 1.75 cattle per 
nan-hour, Those packers in other regions that are in the best position to 
compete for the northeastern, beef market consist mainly of high-volume cattl
slaughterers with .kills In excess of 150 head De.r hour Best esc xoict t es In.™
■dicat e that their slaughtering costs range from about $18 to $22 per head,
while their labor productivity rates range from about 2,4 to 2,5 cattle per
man--no ur.
There are several reasons why northeastern packers are less efficient 
and productive than their competitors in other regions. Almost 400 of the 
407 cattle slaughtering plants in the Northeast are low-volume operations
with kill rates under 19 head of cattle per hour, Moreover, the hulk of 
these low-volume operators actually fall into an hourly kill category of
from 1 to 5 head of cattle, The majority of these 400 small packers uti­
lize outdated and inefficient kill-bed systems for slaughtering their 
animals rather than modern, on-the-rail killing systems, And those in 
the Northeast with rail systems use the gravity-flow method almost entirely) 
as opposed to the more productive power-train drive method, which must be 
used on kill floors with speeds in excess of 80 head of cattle per hour.
Nevertheless, many of the small packers in the Northeast are vertically 
integrated, enabling them to merchandise their beef directly to the public 
at retail prices, Also, few northeastern packers are large enough to be 
negatively affected by unions with their occasional wage-rate problems and 
work stoppages. Consequently, even though these operators are relatively 
inefficient from a kill-cost point of view, they remain profitable and con­
tinue to he a viable marketing force in their respective trade areas, Witn 
relatively small kills, these operators can satisfy their weekly cattle re­
quirements locally, even though their respective livestock procurement areas 
have sparse herd inventories. Larger local competitors, However, suffer sig 
niflcantiy from high procurement costs when compared to their midwestern and 
far western counterparts, mainly because oi the low cattle density iu the 
Northeast.
The high costs of pooling fed cattle from small herds into uniform 
truckload lots will probably remain a major limitation in the foreseeable 
future for any new operator seeking to acquire large volumes of quality cat­
tle for immediate slaughter in the Northeast. Consequently, even under the 
most optimistic circumstances, it would be difficult to visualize the economic
feasibility of constructing new slaughter plant facilities in the region,
The cost of constructing and operating such new facilities within the region 
would range from about $19.1 million for a plant killing 60 head of cattle 
per hour to about $34.3 million for a plant operating at 120 head per hour.
The conversion of existing cow killers to fed beef slaughter appears 
preferable to constructing wholly new facilities. Such conversions are 
straightforwards requiring only the addition of shrouding stations, A se­
cond alternative to new construction is the transformation of existing plants 
through the use of more productive equipment. Bed-type systems can be made 
note productive through conversion to overhead rails* and gravity-flow 
methods can be converted to power-train drive procedures, In individual 
cases, an increase in the kill level will require an expansion of cooler ca­
pacity
APPENDIX TABLES
AFP, TABLE 1 .-■"'Estimated capital investment requirements for three sizes of cattle
slaughter plants in 1981,
5
Item | Ca p it a1 investment by plant sice
' ......
i;i kill capacity
!
per hour
60 Head 90 Head 120 Head
n„ ci j
Sic b
487*300 6.32,800 720,000 !
44,000 57,000 65,000
Building 3*532,267 4,792,583 5,758*194
Equip neat ,
Water system."-  ^? 
Sewage-treatment systeim-!
1,916*363
434,400
2,833*796
593*200
3,529,498
672/000
643,200 751*200 837,600
laved areas 80,896 120*282 .159*473
Corrals t 
A t c n 11 e c tf s f e e-^
990*792
276*237
1* 289*520 
372*143
1,525,063
446 s 56-4 j
Total 8,405*455 11*442*524 13,713,397 !
Land requirements and costs are based on the following estimates: (1) For the 
6C-head-per-“hour plant* 75 acres @ $6*500 per acre; (2) for the 90-hsad-par-hour 
plant* 113 acres 0 $5*600 per acre; and (3) for the 120-head-per-hour plant, 150 
acres § $4*800 per acre, These estimates are for raw land serviced by a hard-surfaced 
road ana with track frontage, or with the potential of extending a rail spur to the 
site, Land costs for similar industrial sites without rail potential would bs 
somewhat less. Treated wastewater discharge by irrigation would significantly increase 
these land requirements.
2j These estimates are minimal. Site clearing requiring demolition and removal of 
existing structures or extensive filling* grading* or piling improvements can Increase 
costs substantially.
3/ Cost estimates for a potable freshwater system can vary widely depending on wall 
depths wall distance from plant site, storage capacity needs, and pressure pumping 
requirements»
4/ Cost estimates for wastewater treatment can- vary widely depending on the type of 
treatment system selected* year-around weather conditions at the plant site, and other 
variable factors. These estimates exclude the costs of land for sewage-treatment needs 
as well at acreage for irrigation purposes and irrigation pumping and spraying equipment.
5f This fee is based on 6 percent of tha construction costs for the building* paved 
areas9 and corrals. Although 6 percent might be considered average, the actual charge 
normally varies from 5 to 7 percent, reflecting plant size and the extent of work 
required of the architect. Some clients require more service than others.
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P  . T A B L E ;  3 ,  " - “ S s t i r o a t e d  e q u i p m e n t  r e q u i r e d  
s l a u g h t e r  p l a n t s  I n  1981, J /
e n t s  a n d  c o s t s f o r  . t h r e e  s i c e s ""T r-* J* 1 L-s\J L u d t l  x  Id
i
j E q u i p m e n t
i
!
R e q u i r e m e n t s  a n d  c o s t s  b y  p i  
k i l l  c a p a c i t y  p e r  h o u
a n t  s i 2e  i n  1 
r
|
60 H e a d
i ....................
| 90 H e a d
1
| i 1 '* ^ A ^  $
J X X U  n 0.-^G, ;
1 R e f r i g e r a t i o n ;  
j C h i l l  c o o l e r  -  ( t o n s )  
j S a l e s  c o o l e r  -  ( t o n s )
:
j
i
!1 125 
30
!
|
| 210 
50
! !
! ,  !248 j
1 66 11
i
I T o t a l  ~  ( t o n s ) 155 260
t -M-- j
! 1 
i p i c  )
I 1
j ? u - f r i g e r a t i o r i j  i n s t a l l e d  ;
1 P a r  t o n  »  1d o l l a r s )■1 3,250 3,125
1
‘ o. A  ■<". 
i * w  u  n  s
i j
1 T o t a l  -  ( d o l l a r s )
i
503,750 812,500 942,000 j
5
j K i l l  f l o o r * ,  i n s t a l l e d  -  ( d o l l a r s ) 540,000 697,500
i
846,000
i ■
} t e n d e r i n g . ,  i n s t a l l e d  -  ^ d o l l a r s ) 720,000 1 , 096,500 1 , 440,000
i l i i d e  c u r i n g ,  i n s t a l l e d  -  ( d o l l a r s ) 116,700 175,500 9n  /■ P A  jv— -X ’A  ^ t- w1
!  1 /  ■ 1 O f f i c e j  i n s t a l l e d  -  ( d o l l a r s ) — ' 32,663 48,671 ; 65,093 1
J
i
1 , 916,363 2 , 833,796
i
3 , 529,498 ] 
\
1 /  E a o n  i n f o r m a t i o n  p u b l i s h e d  i n  A g r i c u l t u r e  H a n d b o o k  H o .  513 ” G u i d e l i ;
b l i s h i r i g  B e e f  P a c k i n g  P l a n t s  i n  R u r a l  A r e a s 15 
e r e n t  p l a n t  c a p a c i t i e s  a n d  u p d a t e d  t o  I n d i e s
w i t h  a p p r o p r i a  
t e  c o s t  c h a n g e s
t e  c h a n g e s  f o r  
f r o m  1976 t o  1981*
APP,TABLE 4 --Estiraated land requirements for three sires of cattle slaughter plants
Requirements by plant si2 e in kill
Facility area caoacitv per hour
60 Head 90 Head | 120 Head !
Packing plant (sq, it,) 27,821 38,722 j 49,622
p a r k i n g 1 o t s a n d
dock aprons (sq, ft,} j 26,829 40,242 53,850 l9 i
Cattle corals (sq. ft.) 27,800 39,800 52,300 j
Sewage treatment lagoons j 
and equipment (sq» ft,) 13829,520 2,482,920 136,320
Land5 sat aside for
other functionsi (sq* ft,)
Total estimated land (sq, ft.)
(acres)
2 /Possible irrigation land"-'’ (acres)
Total estimated laud, including 
that for irrigation (acres)
1„355^030 2,320,596 3,241,903 i
3,267,000
75
4,922,280
113
6,534,000 1 
150 1
120 175
1
230 j
1 195 258 380 ]
! _  . - J
1/ Includes land for landscaping, future plant and sewage-treatment expansion, and
■odor buffer zones around tbs property*
2/ Where-sufficient land is available and climatic-conditions are favorable, an 
Tife^native to sophisticated and expensive tertiary sewage treatment is discnatge 
of~treated wastewaters by irrigation. Additional acreage requirements of this 
magnitude would serve to reduce per acre average land costs^considerably^to perhaps 
$1s000 to $33400 per acre depending on locality and other site vocation. lac^OiS,
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.PP, TABLE 8 — Annual fixed investment costs
Plant size by 
head per hour
1/1 Depreciation— '
 ^iInterest^/
Buildings and Land 
equipment
Insurance” ^
- ------ ~~T
4/Taxes— Total
60 281,444 509,741 36,548 13,593 328,584
i1,169,910 i
!
90 390,502 705,624 47,460 18,817 448,310 1,610,713 j
l
120 474,439 856,485 54,000 22,840 539,761 1,947,525 jj
___ ________ 1
I f  Depreciation was.'calculated on a straight line method, assuming there would be a 
10 percent value at the end of an item^s useful life.
2/ Interest was computed at 15 percent of the average investment for capital investment 
items,
3/ Based on consultations with insurance carriers a rate of $0.72 per $100 of assessed 
value of insurable items was used,
4/ Taxes were computed on the basis of $17,35 per $100 of the assessed value of the 
taxable items,
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P. TABLE 10--La'bor requirements for three sizes of cattle slaughter plants.
Occupation
Employees required by plant size in 
kill capacity ter hour!/ __^
60 Head 90 Head
(Humber)
120 Head
Direct labor for - 
Kill floor
Supporting kill floor; 
Hot offal 
Cold offal 
Cooler 
Dock
Rendering 
Hide curing 
Maintenance
Cleanup
Yard
To tar
Salaried personnel -
General managers 
Senior cattle buyers 
Beef sales managers 
Riant superintendents 
Asst, superintendents 
Cattle buyers 
Beef salesmen 
Office managers 
Bookkeepers
Payroll and Billing clerks
Secretaries
Switchboard operators
Total
Total labor force
33 49 60
9 13 18
1 2 2
8 10 12
4 5 5
2 3 4
2 3 4
6 8 10
3 4 5
2 ■ 3 S 3
70 100 123
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 1 1
5 7 10
5 9 10
1 1 ■ 1
1 2 4
1 i 1
1 2 3
1 1 1
20 26 35
90 126 158
1/ Represents best estimates of the author based on plants studied over a period 
of years 'plus consultations with plant managers and other researcners engaged in 
this type of data collection and analysis.
APP, TA'llT 11 — Estimated total cost of labor annually1/
r ~
Plant si2 e by 
head par hour
Kill
o /iioor-;
Supporting _ 
Opera t io nsi-/
Salaried,, . 
Personnel^.'
Social
security
tax.--!7’
Insurance
cost—/
!
Total j
60 582,776 621,439 598,970 ■ 120,022 101,025
I
2,024,232
SO 793/777 788,16.1 805,011 160,009 ' 147,018 I2,693,976
120 | 1,068 ,258 953,445 943,461 197,034 194,827 !3,357,.025 j
1/ All labor cost estimates rounded to nearest dollar,
jj Available data adjusted to reflect currant values derived from the 1980 Economic 
Report of the President (Transmitted to the Congress January 1981),
3/ 1981 rate of 6,631 with maximum wage base of $29,700,
4/ Covers both workman'r 3 corapensation and general liability costs.
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